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Editorial: British Mycology and Coronavirus
Coronavirus, as the reader undoubtedly knows and has likely heard countless times already, has had
severe and wide-ranging impacts across society. Unsurprisingly, this has included British mycology
and the British Mycological Society. Indeed, whilst all scientific and taxonomic societies have felt an
impact from the pandemic, British mycology has felt somewhat unique pressures due its
organisational structure, less-institutionalised nature, and the demographic of its participants. In this
editorial, I explore these potential effects and also outline how the BMS, and British Mycology at
large, has responded to the effects of the virus. To be clear, these effects are still ongoing as of
writing this article and it is likely to be several years if not decades before the full impact of the
coronavirus pandemic can be fully appreciated. However, it is worth documenting where we are
now if only to provide a point of comparison for the future.
Already, within less than a year, several key impacts are notable. Whilst much has been made of the
narrative that “nature returning”, little attention has been paid to the naturalists themselves. In
order to comply with government regulations, and also to protect the safety of participants,
numerous forays and recording expeditions have been cancelled. Furthermore, some societies and
groups have, understandably, completely cancelled all meetings. Whilst some individuals, and
groups at a limited capacity, have maintained some recording activity, it is evident that surveying
activity has reduced considerably across the country. Furthermore, the closure of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, and the long-term furloughing of the majority of its mycological staff is also likely to
have a severe impact on mycology in terms of identification and also long term storage of specimens
of note within the herbarium. These combined may mean that, in terms of mycological records and
collections, 2020 is likely to be somewhat of a blackhole of a year. Indeed, more so than any other
event in recent history, the coronavirus pandemic has highlighted how wider societal factors and
trends can influence sample collection and record-keeping. It has highlighted that we need to, in
assessing historic records and potential longitudinal trends, take explicit account of such trends
when analysing data. This is particularly true for my mycology where the harvest is great, and the
labourers are few. Too often, fungal records depend on the work of a small number of unpaid
individuals and as such any period of inactivity by these individuals can result in a substantial impact
on regional and national mycological record quality and quantity.
The impact is also likely to be felt in laboratory mycology and fungal science. Across the country
numerous laboratories were forced to close or significantly limit access to staff. Whilst it may be
easy to joke that keeping academics away from the laboratory might force them write up their
research, it is likely that the effects are likely to be more complex. For those with young children, the
increased caring responsibilities caused by the school shutdown this year is likely to have had a
substantially deleterious effect on their work output—something that seems particularly true for
women in academia.1 Furthermore, for those on fixed-term contracts, such as PhD students and
early-career researcher, an additional strain has been placed on their research by the pandemic as
periods of lockdown have eaten into valuable lab time that, depending on their funder, may be
unable to be reclaimed later.

To enter into specifics about the BMS, 2020 was building up to be a big year for the Society.
Alongside the annual academic conference and UK Fungus Day, it was also to be the year of the
1

See for example Flaherty, C. (2020, April 21). No Room of One's Own. Inside Higher Ed. Retrieved from
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/04/21/early-journal-submission-data-suggest-covid-19-tankingwomens-research-productivity and Gabster, B. R., van Daalen, K., Dhatt, R., Barry, M. (2020). Challenges for
the female academic during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Lancet, 395, 1968–1970.
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Group Leaders Meeting, a biannual meeting of the local groups to exchange ideas and best practice
in field mycology. Each of these three events is the preserve of the three different committees which
constitute the BMS: the Fungal Biological Research (FBR) Committee is responsible for the academic
conference, the Fungal Education and Outreach (FEO) Committee is responsible for UK Fungus Day,
and the Field Mycology and Conservation (FMC) Committee is responsible for the Group Leaders
Meeting. Each committee has approached the challenges of coronavirus in different ways,
recognising the different needs of each event, with the FBR Committee delaying the annual
conference of March 2021, the FMC Committee producing a set of articles provided by the planned
speakers for the GLM 2020, and the FEO deciding to move UK Fungus Day 2020 online.
Each practice has had its challenges. From the perspective of the FEO, substantial updates needed to
be made to our website architecture. Furthermore, the use of Zoom presented several barriers to
entry for a substantial minority of our audience and this is something we as a committee will look to
improve on for next year as we continue to adapt to this post-COVID world. However, despite these
challenges, there is much to celebrate about UK Fungus Day 2020. The events, all of which were well
attended, attracted a wide-ranging audience, including a sizeable international audience. A diverse
range of events ensured there was something, ostensibly, for everyone and nearly every event sold
out. Indeed, it is perhaps a measure of success that every event could have probably gone on halfhour longer answering audience questions. Such success was only possible to the numerous people
who generously gave their time to organise and participate in events and talks, whether as a speaker
or as an audience, and, of course, to those who attended the events throughout the weekend and
helped spread the word.
In this issue of the BMS Newsletter, members and affiliates of the Fungal Education and Outreach
Committee discuss, through personal accounts, how we adapted UK Fungus Day 2020 in the wake of
a pandemic. Ali McKernan talks about engaging young mycologists, the UK Fungus Day Competions,
and the importance of legacy. Linda Davies discusses the UK Fungus Day website and the importance
of inclusion whilst Jeanette Maddy highlights the collaboration with the Field Studies Council and
also explores the online quiz which kicked off UKFD2020. Mariana Heilman focuses on the Fungi and
Art panels (Zones of Interaction and Extending Networks) and looks to the future of mycological art.
Norman Porrett provides a report on the public’s engagement with UK Fungus Day. Richard Fortey
and Claudia Havranek, of the British Antarctic Survey, write about how they chose to celebrate UK
Fungus Day. Finally, Lynne Boddy puts forward a short note and a grand vision of what could be.
Additionally, other members of the BMS have provided accounts of how they have adapted to life in
a time of coronavirus. David Harries, the Local Group Network Co-Ordinator, provides an account of
adapting the Group Leader’s Meeting for the page. Cameron Diekonigin gives a history of
Mycological Miscellany, the lockdown-specific mycological journal which provided a brilliant way to
connect the scattered and isolated mycological community. Stephen and Yvonne Pinnington tell how
one local group (the Norfolk Fungus Study Group) adapted its activities in the face of an extended
lockdown. Finally, Clare Blencowe discusses her wonderful Twitter-based Mycological Book Club and
provides a guide for any mycologist wishing to join the website.
It is hoped that the insight provided by this wonderful array of articles provides inspiration and
encouragement for mycologists in the UK to continue and adapt their mycological activities and
outreach in this new era. It is undoubtable that we are in a period of uncertainty. However, in being
forced to update our practice to a new and unfamiliar world, it is also a period of potential. Let us
come together, with our field guides and baskets, and enter the unknown.
Nathan Smith
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A composite poster of the BMS organised/co-organised events that occurred for UK Fungus Day
2020. Such was the level of interest that one event had completely sold out before we had a chance
to advertise it.
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UKFD 2020: Family, Outreach, and Legacy
Our small but dedicated team worked very hard this year to produce a UK Fungus Day that could hopefully
inspire and engage on many levels. My interest lies largely in engagement, both for adults and children but
largely the latter as I work in a primary school and see year on year the captivation that fungi can bring to
our younger ones.
Competition: Working within the parameters of a potential lockdown, we devised a fun little creative
competition that would hopefully be accessible to all. We settled upon creating your own 'Fantasy Fungus'
using regular household objects and items available to everyone. We managed to secure 3 excellent judges
from the Myco-world, including two professors and an International artist! And one more slightly less
dazzling judge and that was me. We had a significant number of entries on UK Fungus day itself, which was
a great indicator of the amount of footfall visiting the site and events that weekend and also the
importance of marketing to get the folk there in the first place. From umbrellas to marshmallows, silk
scarves to nuts and bolts, all manner of fungal shapes where created across the country and it was a
delight to help decide 3 deserving winning entries for each age categories (adults included!)
Family content: As a committee we also intended to offer a variety of content for the 'beginner' and so
created a set of features that ran right across the weekend. I ran a 'virtual foray' on the Saturday morning,
giving viewers the opportunity to see what a fungal foray might look like. (The keen-eyed would spot the
bright sunny day and green leaved trees as I recorded it back in June for fear of a September drought!) I
discussed habitats, the role of fungi, and introduced them to a number of key genus and some ID tips for
fungi they may encounter themselves.
In order to cater for children and families specifically, I delivered a live 'Family Half Hour with the FUNgi
guy' on the Sunday morning. It was nice to see this was also popular with the release of more tickets
required in the lead up. It was an interactive 'introduction to fungi' using a homemade cardboard
television, real fungi and a fun little quiz. I received some lovely feedback and certainly something I think
we could consider delivering again in the future. Our final family feature was another live one - a 'Garden
Foray'. Myself and Lukas Large attempted to identify fungi held up to laptop cameras around the country.
We were largely successful in what could have been a very foolish pursuit (Though the big bouquet of
decomposing brown ‘somethings’ will forever remain in vaults of ‘unidentified’). It was certainly
entertaining from where I was sat, and between the two of us I think we were able to make it an
interesting and entertaining hour.
Legacy Pieces: With the requirement to make 2020 an exclusively online event, I thought it would be nice
if some of our most esteemed mycologists would be willing to make their very own '5 Minutes of Fungi', as
I know that there is a real admiration across the mycological community towards our finest myco heroes.
Most were able to oblige, offering fascinating insights into themselves and an area of fungi that was special
to them. I hope these pieces can be accessed for years to come as a super series documenting fungi during
a unique period of time.
Myco Heroes: On a side note, I personally have begun to conduct short, filmed interviews with esteemed
mycologists entitled 'Myco Heroes'. I feel there is such a thirst for an insight into some of our
more senior mycologists lives, and that the mushroom community would love to hear about their journey
through a life of fungi. These mycologists have helped support, shape and document British mycology as
we know it. I have been able to create two episodes to date, both filmed with high production values and
designed to hopefully appeal to the beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike (search Myco Heroes in
Youtube). The feedback has been overwhelmingly positive, however, these were self-funded and I’m now
in a position to require an amount of funding in order to continue documenting these esteemed figures in
our community. Any support or interest would be very welcome.
Kind regards, Ali McKernan
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UKFD 2020: Collaboration
In the week before UK Fungus Day, the Field Studies Council hosted two fungal-themed Zoom
webinars as part of its Natural History Live series. The first was presented by Liz Holden (BMS VP)
and provided a basic introduction to identifying fungi. The second was presented by David
Humphries (Arborist, Hampstead Heath) and covered fungi and their relationships with trees. Both
events were very well attended on the day (in excess of 200 participants each). The webinars were
also recorded and have been made available on the FSCs Youtube channel where each has now been
viewed several hundred times. The value of collaboration between organisations and the use of
online media is clear to see. These FSC/BMS partnership events raised awareness and appreciation
of fungi across a wide audience of recorders, members of natural history societies, conservation
volunteers and professionals, students, ecologists and other nature enthusiasts.
The feedback from those who attended
the webinars was very good indeed.
There were also many requests for
further webinars covering topics such as
mycorrhizal interactions, identification of
common fungi in different habitats e.g.
grassland and woodland, how to identify
common genera and groups of fungi etc.
To kick off the weekend celebrations, Cameron Diekonigin (Borders Fungus Group) and Jeanette
Maddy (North West Fungus Group) created a fungal-themed quiz. Cameron did an excellent job as
MC for the evening. In addition to straightforward questions about fungi (record breakers,
archaeology, new discoveries, uses), there were more tricksy “spot the species” questions mixed in
with general knowledge questions (albeit still with a fungal connection). Those who scored over 45
points became “our fungal favourites”, whereas for those with less than 20 points………well, let’s just
say there was “mush-room for improvement”. One person commented on the UKFD Facebook page
that it was just like a proper pub quiz. Praise indeed.
Jeanette Maddy
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UKFD 2020: Inclusion and Accessibility
The decision to move UKFD online was made in April when the impact of the pandemic was reaching
its first peak. October seemed a long way off then but memories of the time commitment and hard
work from public-facing events in 2019 were still fresh so a virtual UKFD sounded like an easy option.
It turned out to be every bit as challenging for the small team involved. A key task was to ensure that
the UKFD website was fit for purpose. This website was developed commercially by Katalysis and the
content created largely by Ali Ashby some years ago. There is no web editor and updating pages is
not straightforward so most events in recent years have been promoted on Facebook. This medium
is much easier to update and a regular following has been built and sustained over recent years.
However, this meant that the website had been neglected and some of the content was dated.
Fortunately, we learnt that the current website could handle the live Zoom events, movies,
presentations, and images proposed by FEO members for a virtual UKFD. Jeannette Maddy
suggested a live quiz night and even that was deemed possible. Getting a group of artists in a room
for a Q&A session seemed daunting but Rich Wright was confident it would work. Everything was
new and untested. Norman Porrett agreed to manage uploading material in the run up to the event
and over UKFD weekend whilst our chair, Nathan Smith (NS), bravely undertook to oversee all live
events and take charge should any problems arise.
The next task was to review existing webpages and amend content where appropriate. Almost every
page referenced outdoor events or exhibitions for the public, so these were changed to promote the
new online format. Links to many external websites no longer worked or connected to sites no
longer active or relevant, information about past events needed to be removed and photographs
and activities dating from as far back as 2010 had to be taken down or corrected. A large volume of
educational material is available under the resources tab most of which was suitable for this year but
would benefit from a full review (another FEO task over the coming months). Blogs, more than any
other content, need to be fresh and updated regularly so NS offered to write and post new content
and photographs. The competition tab provided the ideal layout for promoting this year’s challenge
and Ali MacKernan (AM) who is leading this initiative, designed and illustrated the content. Creating
an online application form was another new hurdle successfully overcome. Rich created a new logo
for the site and persuaded a wide range of artists to share their interests in mycology by contributing
to UKFD virtual events. Data protection and issues such as copyright are of course important, and
guidance was produced accordingly. A briefing note for the 2020 events programme was prepared
for the press page where contact details are given for media enquiries.
It was agreed that most of the communication and messaging would go out through Facebook to
organisations and individuals who regularly follow UKFD through those pages. Several committee
members also contacted external organisations such as the FSC and Royal Society of Biology who
were keen to support UKFD. Closer to the launch an interactive page was designed where visitors
could sign up for their favourite events using the Eventbrite software. Everything worked well and
most events were over-subscribed.
There is always room for improvement of course but this first, virtual UKFD has demonstrated the
potential to engage and encourage a wider audience to access new, virtual content to further
develop their interest in mycology as well as join forays and other outdoor activities. Links between
the UKFD website and the BMS website could be strengthened to support UKFD newcomers to take
their interests a step further and join the BMS.
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There is no doubt that UKFD has the potential
to bring mycology to new audiences. This year’s
events covered a broad spectrum of academic
presentations through to interactive sessions
for the young. Due to dry weather the proposed
filming of a foray in Epping Forest led by
Geoffrey Kibby had to be postponed but FEO
member AM (otherwise known as the FUNgi
Guy) did manage to record a fun, foray for
beginners. Unique contributions from many
artists and storytellers all helped to make UKFD
a family affair.
Demographic data on BMS membership is limited but if we are to address the downward trend in
membership, we need to explore a range of methods and media for reaching a wide sector of
society. A recent debate at the Linnean Society focused on inclusion and equal opportunities for
community engagement with nature. It was clear from the largely academic audience that Black and
Minority Ethnic (BAME) populations have made an important contribution to our understanding of
the natural world but are not fairly represented in senior academic positions in the natural sciences.
Several of the speakers leading the debate referenced mentors who had supported them
throughout their university careers and encouraged them to apply for PhD studentships. What more
can the BMS do to support this critical stage in a young scientist’s career? There are many steps that
can be taken to increase inclusivity and diversity within our membership and UKFD provides a
unique opportunity to explore and promote some of these in future years. If we are to appeal to a
wider audience, we must consider new and different ways of interacting with the public. This issue
was raised at Council recently and FEO will continue to explore how best to move this agenda
forward.
UKFD is over and the UKFD website is already out-of-date and in need of immediate revision. There
is a raft of new content to upload including the many videos, photographs and presentations
provided by the experts who contributed so much to the success of this year’s events. Permission
must of course be obtained beforehand, and images used attributed to appropriate sources and that
work is already in hand. We have also received photographs from the public. This content provides
an important legacy from 2020 for newcomers to the UKFD website and sets the foundation for a
strong online presence long after Covid-19 has disappeared.
Linda Davies
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UKFD 2020: Fungi and Art- relevance, presence, and future
"It was wonderful to be part of a panel discussing fungi in science and art. Fungi form
connections between organisms, and also, it seems, between different branches of human
enquiry.”
Merlin Sheldrake

There can be no doubt that in the past decade fungi have extended their reach beyond the
mycological circles, and into the minds of more and more members of artistic communities across
the world. As the urgency of our ecological crisis rings ever louder, these creatives, like finely tuned
barometers, have been responding to the extraordinary characteristics of fungi through art, design,
literature, music, dance, and architecture to name but a few. Their work has in turn contributed to
the rising wave of public interest in fungi. Collaborations and dialogues between the creative and the
mycological worlds are on the rise, leading to new perspectives, fresh ideas, and in some cases,
novel solutions to pressing matters. These developments have been most notable in the US, in
Germany and in Holland, BUT…I’m happy to say…. we are beginning to see considerable activity
here in the UK.
The very fact of having established a UK Fungus Day has been a huge achievement that has helped
to stage a multitude of fungi-related events across the country. Last UK Fungus Day for example,
Fertile Grounds gathered artists, designers, foragers, chefs, mycologists, writers and thinkers to
celebrate fungi and cross-pollinate ideas at fantastic all-day Fungi Festival. Another excellent
example of the rising wave of public interest in fungi in the UK, is the Mushrooms exhibition &
events programme that Somerset House opened earlier this year about the art, design and future of
fungi. And most recently, we have witnessed the instant success of Merlin Sheldrake’s book
Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds, & Shape Our Futures (now a
Sunday Times bestseller).
Artistic interest in fungi is bubbling across the country. However, we need to create more platforms
that facilitate the interaction between the mycological and the creative communities, not only
because art can benefit, but also because science can too. Nurturing cross-disciplinary dialogues and
collaboration will contribute to a multidimensional way of understanding fungi as well as to wider
dissemination of fungal knowledge.

Fascinating to hear the different ways in which people think that art can be used to convey
science, and how art can help scientists think ‘outside the box’.
Lynne Boddy

Initiating a platform:
The inclusion of an art related event in this year’s BMS UK Fungus Day programme was timely and
wholeheartedly welcomed (the tickets sold out in a heartbeat). As the artist who BMS invited to
organise this event as well as to present my project Running With Mycelium 2020, I am hugely
grateful to BMS for the initiative to create an art and fungi platform…I can think of no better
organisation to lead the way.
Fungi and art: relevance, presence and future was a programme of two talks: We gathered an
extraordinary group of individuals working in the UK to discuss the relevance of fungi and their
growing presence in the arts.
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The first talk was Zones of interaction, which was moderated by myself, and hosted Lynne Boddy
(fungal ecologist), Merlin Sheldrake (biologist and author, Cosmo Sheldrake (multi-instrumental
musician) and Michael Prime (botanist and bioelectrical composer). Our guests were invited to
introduce their work, followed by Q&A about how the interaction between art and science can
highlight the relevance of fungi in today's world. Focus was placed on the collaborations between
them and what can emerge when fungal specialism is merged with artistic and philosophical
thinking.
The second talk, Extending Networks, was moderated by Prof Martin Bidartondo (mycorrhizal
ecologist), and hosted Chloe Ting and Alex Sazanova (cultural practitioners and organisers of Fungi
Fest), Abi Palmer (artist and writer- Mycolyrica), Berta Zubrikaite (Exhibitions Manager of
Mushrooms exhibition at Somerset House, and myself (artist- Running With Mycelium 2020). The
speakers introduced their work, followed by Q&A about their fungi related projects and their
experience of the escalating interest in the fungal life.
What was evident from these talks is that this is a huge topic that needs much more time and space
to fully explore and nurture. For all of us mycophiles… that fungi are extraordinary and that we have
much to learn from them is common knowledge. No need preaching to the converted here! But
what would be worth embracing, is the power of interdisciplinary dialogues and collaborations
which can open up new avenues of possibilities to communicate… not just to a wider public…but to
EVERYONE! We should all know about fungi and the symphony of life that makes up our ecology. If
our future on this planet depends on changing our collective behavior… the starting point is surely to
be inspired to change because we care… on a deep level. But… we can only care about what we
know. A widespread understanding of the interdependence of our ecology is therefore
fundamental…but sadly…not an integral part of our education. This is the gap that the coming
together of the arts and the sciences has the power to bridge.
I really enjoyed hearing how artists and cultural practitioners are approaching the kingdom of
fungi through different lenses… how we can think deeply about connectivity and collectively,
and connect subterranean to overground through poetry and art. This event has proven that
discussions between artists and scientists can be very enriching, intriguing, and that we can
learn lots from each other's approaches. I can’t remember who's said that 'only new thinking
can lead to a new dawn' – well mushrooms make me think about simplicity, paring back and
building an ecosystem in tandem with each other and the natural world.
Berta Zubrikaite

Through my art practice and a recent MA in Art and Science, I have witnessed first-hand that the
space where art and science meet is propagating new perspectives and new ways of understanding
life. As an artist whose work pivots on that intersection, I welcomed the BMS’s interest in Running
With Mycelium 2020, and appreciated the opportunity to platform an event that confirms the value
of cross-disciplinary dialogue and collaboration between the fungal and the arts communities. Lynne
Boddy, Nathan Smith and Ali McKernan are at the root of my involvement, and it is thanks to them
that these talks took place. I truly hope that these are the first of many such events, and hope that
the BMS will develop a permanent platform where art and fungal sciences can extend networks and
spread spores!
Mariana Heilmann
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UKFD 2020: Statistics and Analytics
Looking at the Google Analytics Data, there is a wealth of information available and the problem lies
in posing the right questions to extract the relevant information.
Generally, as was expected, the traffic to the website surged nearer to the actual UKFD weekend,
but surprisingly it started to really pick up around the 23rd of September. I have assumed that various
notices through Twitter and Facebook helped generate this traffic as well as a general expectation
that UKFD would be happening from posts on the front of the BMS website.
Looking at the overview graphs the ‘new user’s’ peaks and troughs almost ran parallel with the
‘overall users’ Peaks & troughs, potentially indicating that most visitors to the UKFD website were
new, with some faithful stalwarts from previous years returning. The percentages reflected this with
around 84% new visitors and 16% returning.
The breakdown of the most popular pages indicated that the ‘Did You Know UKFD is going online’
link at the top of the 8 boxed links was most popular, as might have been expected. From this page
it appears that rather than bounce back to the front page, the links at the top of the page for Events,
Competition and then Resources were next most popular, before people headed back to the front
page and explored the boxed topics starting at ‘5 minutes of fungi’ and working through the Fungi in
the wild, Artists and Designers, Families and children as the top destinations after the main topic
headings.
Looking at the events over the UKFD weekend from information provided by Nathan Smith (thanks)
the most popular events as judged by attendee numbers were;
Note this excludes the FSC events with Liz Holden & David Humphries
Event title
‘What A Load Of Rot’
Fungus Quiz
Fungi & Art: Zones Of Interaction
Fungi & Art: Expanding Networks
Fungi & Plants
MycoMaterials
Creeping Garden
Fungal Photography Workshop
Fungal Architectures
Kid’s Half-Hour
Family Garden Foray
Friday Events

ATTENDEES DAY/DATE
46
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
44
FRIDAY 2ND OCTOBER
42
SATURDAY 3RD OCTOBER
39
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
39
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
36
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
33
SATURDAY 3RD OCTOBER
32
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
29
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
21
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
15
SUNDAY 4TH OCTOBER
Saturday Events

TIME
5PM – 6PM
7PM -9:30PM
2PM - 3PM
2PM – 3PM
1PM – 2PM
3PM - 4PM
7PM - 9 :30PM
11AM – 12pM
4PM – 5PM
10AM – 10:30AM
12PM – 1:00PM
Sunday Events

Reviewing the activity on the UKFD website over the previous year after UKFD 2019, there was very
little of note until September 2020. This may indicate that visitors to the website from UKFD 2019
did not return after the event, and those who found the website through other channels also choose
not to repeat their visit. This may reflect on the content and its outdated content from one year to
the next, and perhaps ask why a separate website for UKFD is needed at all, if it only generates
significant interest for less than one month each year. To justify the cost of hosting, maintaining and
updating the UKFD website, it needs to become more contemporary and relevant all year round.
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This will require regular uploading/updating of content and promotion through the other BMS media
such as Facebook/Twitter. The audit performed by Linda Davies highlighted this prior to UKFD 2020
where links were broken or pages no longer available. In the BMS office I regularly get emails from
some web-designer/optimiser firms highlighting areas they think we need to improve our web
presence, offering to help with this for a fee. I don’t think the structure of the website is actually too
bad; it simply needs to be kept vibrant and relevant, with items drip fed well in advance of UKFD to
help gain momentum in advance of the event. UKFD 2020 showed that there is definitely an
audience for all things fungal and even if/when things return to something like normality, the online
aspect of UKFD should be maintained and built on alongside any outdoor activities supported
through fungus groups, botanical gardens and museums.
One aspect of the Google Analytics report mentions the ‘Bounce Rate’ of the UKFD website.
Borrowing from an online article on this, they state;
In Google Analytics, bounce rate is actually the percentage of single interaction visits to a website. A
page view is going to be the most common second interaction on the bulk of websites, but there are
a handful of other possible interactions—events*, transactions, and so on—that also affect bounce
rate.
In effect it’s how long visitors stay on a web page before leaving that page/website to go elsewhere.
They go on to say;
As a rule of thumb, a bounce rate in the range of 26 to 40 percent is excellent. 41 to 55 percent is
roughly average. 56 to 70 percent is higher than average, but may not be cause for alarm depending
on the website. Anything over 70 percent is disappointing for everything outside of blogs, news,
events, etc.
The UKFD Bounce Rate is 59%!
This isn’t bad by their definition, but could be improved to bring it down to the 40% mark by
improving content and encouraging visitors to stay on the page they land on, or link internally to
other pages on the UKFD website. We don’t want to link them out to another website or information
source as they may like it, even prefer it, and never return! I’ve tried to do this in 2020 with the
events by linking pages internally back to the UKFD sections, and by embedding YouTube videos in
the website rather than linking out directly to YouTube.
Another aspect influencing the Bounce Rate is how well/easily the UKFD website is viewed on
devices other than PC/Laptops. More and more people choose to access online content through
mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones. How clearly the UKFD website (or any website)
displays on these mobile devices will have a huge impact on whether they choose to return to any
websites. This is where maintaining the structure of the website with the web-designers will be
important.
And finally they say;
It’s important to remember the baseline for a “good” bounce rate will vary from site to site. Look at
traffic segments and group content. And you should care about the metric, just not necessarily
compared to other websites‘
Some of the Google Analytics information is available on the following pages.
Norman Porrett
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UKFD 2020: A Virtual Fungus Foray

For many years the Fungus Survey of Oxfordshire has celebrated National Fungus Day with an event
at the Harcourt Arboretum, in the village of Nuneham Courtenay, near Oxford. Many interested
families came along, and it was one of the highlights of our mycological year. Following an
introductory talk from me explaining the rudiments of identification, the visitors were conducted
around the grounds of the arboretum led by members of our survey group. The numbers grew year
on year until we found it necessary to split into several parties, who would amble around the
extensive grounds trying not to bump into another party coming the other way! The site seldom
disappointed. The arboretum was planted with a wide range of trees, both coniferous and broadleaved, while the original mature oaks scattered through the grounds provided ideal habitat for
mycorrhizal species. Decaying stumps were left, Regenerating birch and coppice provided the newer
environments, and bark dressing beneath many of the finer cedars played host to the varied mycota
that favoured that man-made situation. In short, it was an ideal place to enthuse beginners with the
range and beauty of the fungal kingdom.
2020 changed all that. It soon became clear that the regulations to stem the spread of the Covid 19
virus would not allow us to follow the usual pattern. Large crowds were out. We reluctantly
cancelled the event, but we were equally reluctant to let the enthusiasm we had generated in
previous years subside through circumstances beyond our control. Then the idea of a ‘virtual’ fungus
foray was mooted. Our past Survey secretary Molly Dewey and present incumbent Julia Huggins
liaised with the team at the Oxford University Botanical Garden & Arboretum under the guidance of
Chris Thorogood and his colleagues, who were keen to make it happen. There was an ideal site at
the Harcourt Arboretum for a “show and tell” – a ‘barn’open on all sides to the elements, with long
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tables well suited to putting out fungi on display. We decided to make this the venue for an informal
introduction to the fungi which could then be posted online. We hoped to reach an wider audience
than we could accommodate with our annual treks around the arboretum.
2020 had another surprise in store. In southern Oxfordshire September was a marvellous month for
woodland mushrooms of all kinds, and especially boletes, stimulated by heavy rains following a hot,
dry summer. By October, there were very few fungi left in Harcourt Arboretum. With the recording
date approaching an SOS call went out to our members to bring in fungi for the show. Thanks to a
concerted effort a really good range of fruitbodies was assembled, spanning most of the major
groups, from agarics to puffballs, brackets to ascomycetes. Judy Webb even provided the most
prodigious specimen of the uncommon Amanita strobiliformis (warted amanita) anyone had ever
seen. Its relative, the death cap, was on hand to show the poisonous end of the mycological
spectrum. A vast Ganoderma bracket was carrried in from one of our members’ oak stump.
While I improvised the commentary, Samantha Ibott recorded the show on a small Go Pro camera –
it was essentially one very long take – while the other members of the party stood at the
recommended distance. When one mushroom was lifted up from the workbench a black ground
beetle scuttled out, evidently fleeing the unwelcome light. From then on the same beetle kept on
reappearing as fungi further down the table were shown to the camera. Each time the poor creature
was disturbed it scuttled away to find shady shelter under the next specimen. By the time we had
reached the ascomycetes at the end of the table it was the star of the show.
The recording has now been viewed more than 700 times. We hope that it will attract more
naturalists – especially young ones – to take an interest in fungi. And of course we hope that next
year it will once again be a “live’ event.
Richard Fortey
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UKFD 2020: The Fungi of Antarctica
To celebrate UK Fungus Day 2020, I created a video to raise awareness for the extraordinary
diversity of life on this planet. Antarctica is an inhospitable frozen desert, and so most people are
amazed to learn about the diversity of life there; which includes fungi. Current research being
undertaken on fungi in Antarctica is essential to understand the impacts of climate change on the
world’s coldest, windiest, driest, and highest continent on Earth.
I work at the British Antarctica Survey (BAS) as a Scientific Data Manager. One of my responsibilities
is managing the BAS herbarium, which holds over 40,000 specimens of plants, fungi, mosses, and
lichens, from the polar and sub-polar regions. It’s the largest-single collection of Antarctic specimens
in the world. This special collection has some extraordinary stories associated with the specimen
collection in Antarctica.
To showcase some of the specimens in the
collection, I took UK Fungus Day as an opportunity
to bring together some of my co-workers to make
the video ‘The Fungi of Antarctica’. The video
starts with a short lecture introducing fungi,
moving on to three video-linked interviews with
colleagues from the BAS Herbarium, BAS Archives,
and BAS Science. During an interview with Dr.
Mari Whitelaw in the herbarium Mari shows us
fungi specimens from Antarctica, and explains how
Collections can be used in scientific research. Alysa Hulbert from BAS Archives gives an insight into
how Antarctic expeditions have changed in the past 80 years, and regales some amusing (and
terrifying) tales of fungi collectors from BAS. Dr. Kevin Newsham, a polar microbiologist from BAS
Science, tells us about the current research he is undertaking in Antarctica, including showing a petri
dish with what might be a new species of Antarctic fungi!
At a time when visitors are not permitted on-site in the BAS herbarium, creating this video with
colleagues inside BAS offered a fantastic opportunity to continue to spotlight some of our
Collections. Furthermore, both BAS Herbarium and BAS Archives are quite full and space-tight
rooms; creating this video allowed a far greater number of people to experience the Collections than
could be achieved with on-site visits.
The video ‘The Fungi of Antarctica’ continues to be accessible via the BAS YouTube Channel. This
offers more flexibility for viewers. This film was created with everyone in mind: people who don’t
want to pre-book events; people who couldn’t travel to BAS Cambridge (we have viewers from as far
afield as the USA, Canada, Hong Kong); people who wouldn’t want to walk into a lecture theatre;
children who would definitely be awake at 8am (the launch time for the video); and girls who dream
of becoming ecologists, archivists or herbarium managers (three of the four speakers are female).
The video ‘The Fungi of Antarctica’ can be watched at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5nebXgLGdE
Claudia Havranek
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UK Fungus Day Logo created by Rich Wright

UKFD 2020: A Closing Word
Another triumph for fungi and mycophiles! We could not put on our usual live field and other faceto-face events, but the pandemic opened our minds to communicating on-line, and what a great
success this was. Moreover, the super videos and recorded talks are a legacy that we can build upon
to provide permanent resources online. Also, we now all realise that we can reach people far and
wide which again raises the possibility of a truly International Fungus Day!
Lynne Boddy
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Response to Coronavirus: GLM 2020
A disappointing consequence of the Covid19 outbreak was cancellation of our biennial conference
for representatives from BMS groups. The event was due to be held at Northern College which has
proved to be a very good venue with interesting grounds to explore as well as excellent conference
facilities. A feature that many of us missed was the opportunity to catch up with old friends and
establish new contacts during the weekend. Let's hope that 2022 will see a resumption of this event.
Several members asked if there was anything we could do to replace the 2020 conference, so with
this in mind contributors were asked if they would be happy to provide articles in a form that could
be circulated to the BMS recording network. The response was excellent and wide ranging with the
documents compiled as PDF files for ease of distribution and sharing.
Pat O'Reilly, who was to provide the keynote talk for the event, provided a substantial and
comprehensively illustrated document covering the intricacies of publishing whilst Brian Gale
supplied extensive documentation on sooty moulds - a valuable resource in its own right. Nathan
Smith provided food for thought with an insight into the part that local museums could play in
support of mycology and encouraged mycologists to consider any collaborative opportunities that
exist in their locality.
BMS activities always form a staple part of conference proceedings - suitably represented on this
occasion with Liz Holden's introduction (as Vice President) together with her presentation on
foraying on a small island. Stuart Skeates covered a range of issues relating to the FRDBI and records
collection whilst Eric Janke brought us up to date on field group progress with DNA barcoding.
The documents were split into three batches and circulated to BMS group contacts for dissemination
within their respective groups. Hopefully they provided a useful diversion during lockdown.
Elsewhere within the BMS we have seen increased use of social media platforms, especially
Facebook, as well as interactive sessions hosted on one of the many video-conferencing applications
(Zoom, Skype etc). All provide valuable opportunities for sharing information when other avenues
are unavailable and I suspect will provide a useful complement to more traditional conferences and
meetings in the future.
David Harries
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Response to Coronavirus:
A Brief History of Mycological Miscellany
During the spring of 2020, with the UK going into its first lockdown, many fungi groups began to
cancel not only their forays but also other activities such as microscopy groups, AGMs, and fungi
workshops. These activities not only created an opportunity to learn about fungi, they also provide
an all-important means for us to meet up and socialise. One fungus group replaced some of this loss
by using a digital solution and created a weekly workshop through video but almost all other groups
ceased their activities. For many of us, especially those living in remote areas or who needed to selfisolate, the loss of this social side of mycology would be challenging.
Two friends, from different fungi groups, suggested that this social void could be filled by an interim
measure. We could keep everyone in touch via email by sharing mycological news and information,
as well as creating activities and challenges.
The details of exactly what happened next are slightly hazy (it happened so rapidly). Four of us
(Shelia Lillie, Heather Forbes, Professor Roy Watling and I) came together and produced a fungi
‘magazine’ for emailing out to group leaders for distribution. The focus was the Scottish groups; we
knew the group leaders and the Scottish groups tend to be the most isolated due to the distances
involved. We did include others such as the Biodiversity Officer at Edinburgh City Council and some
local Wildlife societies.
Content for the magazine, which became known as Mycological Miscellany, was straightforward. It
would be anything of a fungal nature and we wanted the broadest variety so as to reach the widest
audience. An critical decision was how often; it had to be frequent to provide a steady stream of
interest which in turn would be a regular distraction to the challenges of lockdown The ultimate
decision was a demanding one; it would be every three weeks. In addition, the magazine would
cease as and when lockdown lifted.
The first, emailed at the end of March, was a collection of documents totalling 10 pages comprising
of two quizzes, two fungi of the month cards, and two pages of fungi news. That first edition
prompted a good response from the readers and three weeks later the 18-page Mycological
Miscellany II went out on the 11 April.

Three events were influences on subsequent editions:
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1)
The distribution dramatically increased. Firstly, by the inclusion of several enthusiastic fungi
groups in the north of England, shortly followed by the distribution out to Canada.
2)
Readers began sending in a steady stream of items (without doubt the most important
development) including links to websites, fungi events (such as the fungus film festival), photographs
of fungi finds, their own articles as well as some amazing quizzes (Andy Taylor’s quizzes certainly
exercised the brain cells!). Professor Roy Watling and Heather Forbes also created their own regular
series and also the important contributions from many mycologists to create the series Interview
with a Mycologist. Our youngest contributor Archie Taylor (16 years) sent in a wonderful photo of his
homemade meringue mushrooms.
3)
The mutual exchanging of newsletters between editors. This sharing of newsletters
(particularly between the NEFSG & NWFG) ensured we were able to share content that may have
been missed by others. This was a wonderful example of why Mycological Miscellany was created; to
bring the mycological community together at a difficult time.
The impact of the above three on Mycological Miscellany was profound. Not only did the content
become much more varied, the magazine grew considerably in size. The largest was the 48-page 7th
edition (25th July) not bad considering it was still going out every three weeks. A major ‘behind the
scenes’ development was a better understanding of the Adobe Acrobat software in which the
magazine was produced. This led to the development on of single Mycological Miscellany document
which also had the addition of professional front cover.
The biggest challenge was finding the time to create the newsletters – the three week turn around
between editions was intense, and Shelia Lillie, Heather Forbes, Professor Roy Watling were
regularly proof reading and feeding back on content/design before each edition went out.
As time progressed through August the UK started to come out of lock down and forays were
starting back up. Several people did ask if Mycological Miscellany would continue and here was the
dilemma; Mycological Miscellany was clearly fulfilling its aim and so much interesting and useful
information about the mycological world was being shared however it was only the loss of those
forays that gave the time to create them. To go back out on forays meant the loss of that very time
needed for Mycological Miscellany. So as the editors ventured back out on forays, the final
Mycological Miscellany went out at the start of September; the final page listing all those wonderful
contributors who had helped make it such a success.

And yes…the question has been asked…with the country undergoing a second lockdown and
restrictions putting another halt to our mycological activities, has the time come for the next copy of
Mycological miscellany? We shall have to see.
Cameron Diekonigin
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Response to Coronavirus:
Norfolk Fungus Study Group
In a normal year the Norfolk Fungus Study Group (NFSG) would expect to run 14 group forays, hold
an annual General Meeting in December, and individual members would be involved in public forays
for different organisations such as Norfolk Wildlife Trust and National Trust, as well as educational
events in their own localities. We also normally hold educational workshops such microscopy,
identification techniques and the use of the literature and keys. A start had been made on the DNA
“journey” plus we were organising the fungal collection in the Norwich Museum prior to it’s being
catalogued. We had an e-mail group which was mainly used to inform members about forthcoming
events. A Facebook page developed over the last couple of years for use by members of the group,
and interested others, to post finds and discuss or ask for identifications.
Work was in progress to improve the county recording process and develop an accurate and easily
accessible Norfolk Fungal Database.
This year we only managed one group foray in February at RSPB Strumpshaw.
Our second event at Lion Wood in Norwich in March coincided with the beginning of lockdown so
we decided to postpone it and all our other group activities while we saw how the Covid -19
situation developed. Even when lockdown was eased members of the group still felt that the way
that our forays were organised, with attendance up to 16 people, close group discussions about
finds and the passing around of specimens would still not be allowed. A decision was made to cancel
the rest of the years events as it was unlikely that the situation would improve and experts were
predicting a second wave of the virus in the autumn.
However it was suggested that members could try and foray locally with others in the group,
following the governments guidelines of meetings of up to 6 people and socially distanced. Also,
they were encouraged to continue to send their records into the list co-ordinator so that the county
records would be maintained. Our county recorder offered an on line identification service to
members of the group. In this way the whole county of Norfolk was covered and even new for
county records were made.
The use of the Facebook page was also encouraged to promote finds and identification discussion.
This autumn has seen a big increase in numbers of people joining our Facebook group - 37 new
members so far for August, September and October (with a week to go) in contrast with 16 new
members for the same period in 2019. One of the co-ordinators of the Facebook page says that “This
is likely to be a combination of people with a casual interest going out for walks in the countryside
more often and wanting help to ID finds, or people who would have gone on organised forays
looking to connect with other people interested in fungi.” There has been an increase in activity of
postings and discussion on the site as new people have been reached who probably wouldn’t have
been attendees at the group forays. The Facebook page has also been used as an educational tool,
for example there have been posts on tips for identification, literature, photography and the use of
fungal terms. We have also shared information about sites were certain types of fungi can be seen
and particular species to look out for. During the strictest part of lockdown one of our members who
has an interest in microfungi posted some examples on the Facebook page for people to look for in
their gardens, such as the smut on Grape Hyacinth, mildew on buddleia etc.
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Through previous contacts we have had access to a review of mycology literature etc by a member
of the North West Fungus Group and we have continued to circulate this to members of our group.
Unfortunately some of our projects such as our AGM, the microscope workshops, the DNA
“journey” and the cataloguing of the Norwich Museum collection have had to be postponed and at
this stage there is no discussion about reinstating them.
As a result of not spending so much time on forays and public events some positives have emerged.
Progress on the county database has accelerated and is nearly complete. New contacts have been
forged with the university of East Anglia whereby our county recorder has done a workshop and an
introductory foray with a group of graduate students.
For the short to medium term future we will continue to maintain contact with our membership,
encourage recording of finds and the use the Facebook page as a means of communication and
discussion. Some public foraying has taken place within government guidelines and this may be
expanded. Luckily we live in an area which, at the moment, is in the lowest tier of restrictions and
this has enabled us to continue to meet up in small groups and continue to plan and carry out forays.
Our plan will be to reinstate our group forays next year perhaps with a booking system rather than
the open access we had before.
It has been a challenging year for our group especially as we had new members who had just
expressed an interest during 2019, but with the expansion of the Facebook group and including
some of these members in local forays, it is hoped that 2021 will prove that 2020 will only have been
a hiatus

Stephen Pinnington
Yvonne Mynett
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Response to Coronavirus: #MycoBookClub
What did I do during The Great Lockdown of 2020? Well, I started an exceedingly niche social media
based book club – a vehicle for chatting with folks on the internet about fungi and books – and I
called it The Mycological Book Club, or #MycoBookClub for short.
Back in April, needing something to stop me constantly scrolling through the news, I found refuge in
The Biodiversity Heritage Library: the world’s largest open access digital library for biodiversity
literature and archives. It contains a vast number of mycological books and journals – freely available
to browse online – the bulk of which date from prior to 1923. “The past is a foreign country…”, as
L.P. Hartley famously said, and delving into this historic literature was pure escapism.
One book which caught my attention was Mordecai Cubitt Cooke’s ‘Rust, Smut, Mildew & Mould: An
Introduction to the Study of Microscopic Fungi’ (Fifth ed. 1886). M.C. Cooke had developed an
interest in microscopic fungi after founding The Society of Amateur Botanists in 1862 and it was said
that during the group’s excursions, “when he was not pulling at his pipe he was singing”
(Ramsbottom, 1915); the image of this group of naturalists, exploring the countryside around
London and singing as they went, I found very cheering.
I was lifted by Cooke’s soaring rhetoric, such as this from pages 188-189:
“We might traverse the primeval forests of the new world, and explore the unknown regions
of the old, and not encounter so much to excite our admiration, or cause our wonder, as lies
about our feet at home; marvels which we tread beneath our feet, or kick from our path,
because they appear to be only rotten sticks, withered grass, and decaying leaves.”
More than 130 years after it was written, this seemed particularly apt, while many of us were
Staying At Home. I felt encouraged to venture upon a journey of my own and whiled away a happy
afternoon investigating a rust on the Dog Violets by my back door.
But I missed chatting about mycology and wanted to hear other people’s opinions about this book
I’d just read. That’s when I had the idea to set up ‘The Mycological Book Club’ on Twitter, with the
handle @MycoBookClub.
Twitter isn’t everyone’s choice of social media platform. But I like the opportunities it affords to
follow subjects I’m interested in and engage with others in an open forum; you could think of it as
the ‘Hyde Park Corner’ of social media websites. It was a matter of minutes to set up a Twitter
profile: an online home for ‘Myco Book Club’. And although Twitter can seem like a sprawling and
chaotic place, simply choosing a hashtag – #MycoBookClub – makes it possible to link people’s
comments and conversations on that topic together.
I decided I would organise it like a proper book club and settled on the first Tuesday of the month at
7:30pm as the allotted time when #MycoBookClub would take place on Twitter. This would be
something to look forward to, at a time when everything was cancelled. A handful of mycologists I
know agreed to read the book and give the Twitter-based book club format a whirl.
The allotted Tuesday, 5 May, eventually came – and it felt like such a tonic to just chat about Cooke
and his book for an hour or so, through the medium of ‘tweets’ which allow for text up to 280
characters and the addition of images.
This is how we wrapped up that first month’s #MycoBookClub:
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There were enough people interested to warrant doing it again, and in June we talked about another
of Cooke’s publications, ‘Vegetable Wasps & Plant Worms’ (1892), while admiring illustrations of
some of these fungal parasites in ‘Selecta Fungorum Carpologia’ (Tulasne & Tulasne, 1861-1865).
By this point, I was thoroughly immersed in Cooke’s writing. I delighted in dipping into Hardwicke’s
Science-Gossip, one of the journals Cooke edited. But I couldn’t help thinking, “Where the women
at?” (Cooke’s biographer, Mary P. English, relates that Cooke was not very enlightened in this
regard; successfully fighting off a motion to admit ladies to the Quekett Microscopical Club in 1868).
By chance, I saw came across reference to another nineteenth century mycologist in the
‘Mycological Word of the Day’ group on Facebook: Anna Maria Hussey. So in July we took at look at
her ‘Illustrations of British Mycology’ (1847), published under the name Mrs. T.J. Hussey.
I was utterly charmed by Hussey. The depth of her knowledge seemed to me especially remarkable
given the constraints of the times she lived in; her illustrations are beautiful and full of carefully
observed details. Her writing suggests she picked up much knowledge from reading “Le citoyen
Paulet” (1740-1826), a French mycologist who apparently investigated the edibility of fungusses by
feeding them to dogs. Paulet was working during the period of the French Revolution, which Hussey
reflects on as an aside in her description of Mitrula paludosa:
“… that era of popular fury … [when] it seems to us that men could have had no time for
Agarics, when revolutionary commotion surrounded them; the mind is so engrossed by
prominent objects of horror, that we can scarcely imagine a background where innocent
pursuits could be carried on, and peaceful occupations pursued; so however it was; the
stormy tide raged round the opposing rocks, there was “distress and perplexity, the sea and
the waves roaring,” but those who kept themselves aloof in placid bays and recesses where
the still waters rippled quietly, carried on as usual their unpolitical studies.”
It seemed to me a welcome reminder that – while the news reports roll in of another “grim
milestone” – there can be time for Agarics.
You can see the full list of books that The Mycological Book Club has dipped into so far here, on our
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virtual bookshelf: https://mycobookclub.blogspot.com/
You can find The Mycological Book Club on Twitter here: https://twitter.com/MycoBookClub. On
Tuesday 3 November, from 7:30pm, we will be taking John Bolton’s ‘An History of Fungusses,
Growing About Halifax’ (1788) as a jumping in point for exploring illustration in mycology. Everyone
is welcome to join in, you just need to get yourself onto Twitter and be sure to include the hashtag
#MycoBookClub with your tweets.
With thanks to Nick Aplin, Lukas Large, Fay Newberry, Nathan Smith, Edward Tuddenham and
everyone else who’s joined in with #MycoBookClub; and the illustrator Kelsey Sconberg who kindly
provided us with a logo.
Clare Blencowe
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UKFD 2020: Fantasy Fungus Competition Winners
The UK Fungus Day Competition was #FantasyFungus. Devised by Ali McKernan, who gives further
details in his article in this issue, the competition challenged participants to create their own fungus
from the materials found within their home. The competition was well received with 60 wonderful
entries across three age categories: 0-11, 12-17, and 18+. As only one, albeit fantastic entry was
received for the 12-17 category, the decision was made to award a 4th and 5th prize to the 0-11
category in recognition of the sheer number and quality of entries from this age group.
In order to make the tough decisions, a wonderful team of experts across the mycological and artistic
worlds was assembled, consisting of Prof. Martin Bidartondo, Prof. Lynne Boddy, Mariana Heilmann,
and Ali McKernan. Each person went through and judged each entry on aesthetics, design, creativity,
and how well it met the brief. After much thorough debate, an agreement was reached and it is our
pleasure to present the results of the competition here to the BMS membership.
Category 0-11
Winner Bonnie Nicholson, Aged 6

Our winner for the 0-11 category was Bonnie Nicholson, who, taking inspiration from her foraging
trips this autumn around South Wales, created the wonderful “Glass Droplets”. Bonnie described
the fungus as such:
They can be found in Autumn under pomegranate trees. They are very rare, the best time to
find them is at night because they glow in the dark! They smell like lavender and taste like
apricots. When you cut them open the colour turns to red. When they get old they turn dark
green. They only last for 5 days then all the little bugs come to eat them.
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Second Place Anthony Hamilton, Aged 5
In second place is Anthony Hamilton’s wonderful “Spotted Cupcake Fungus”,
which sounds truly exquisite.As described by his grandmother:
“My grandson was inspired by our recent Porcelain Fungus sighting and he has
created this ‘Spotted Cupcake Fungus’. He says they’re quite rare and can be
found in mixed woodland. They are edible, tasting of marshmallows and
smelling of jelly babies. This particular fungus drips paint from its coloured spots
and this can be used as food colouring!”

Third Place Eben Grant, Aged 7
Third place is the wonderful ‘Upside Down Badgers Bonnet’, designed by Eben
Grant. An odd fungus indeed, it provides a perfect species for the nocturnal fungus
hunter to track down. As described by Eben:
“The Upside Down Badgers Bonnet, is special because it grows upside down! Its
fruiting body is underground and the mycelium is on top of the ground! It lights up
and glows to attract insects. This attracts Badgers too they like to dig it up. The gills
are upside down too. It is green and has grey gills. It grows in the woods and glows
at night.”
Fourth Place Evelyn Weston, Aged 5
Fourth place goes to the excellent creation by Evelyn Weston. A truly
performative piece, we’re sure it will inspire the fancy dress ideas for many of
our readers. As described by her mum:
“Evelyn wanted to dress up as a fungus called Lion Kingdom Fire Cap! Evelyn
says it grows in the wild, in the forest in a damp place. It is not seen very often.
You cannot miss it, as it looks like a fire and a lion pouncing out, with orange
and brown stripes coming down from what looks like a cap at the top. Be
warned - do not touch, it is poisonous!”

Fifth Place John Forgie, Aged 7
Fifth place goes to the excellent design by John Forgie. Particularly difficult to
find, it’s a rather rare fungus indeed. As described by John:
“This rare fungus is called Disco Rainbow. It provides shelter for fairies and small
woodland creatures. Caterpillars particularly love the taste of it. It only grows in
the night in dark woodlands. There’s only three of its type left in the world. You
would recognise it by its uneven stipe (which provides fairies and creatures with a
staircase to the top) as well as it’s multicoloured cap. It shrinks in the daytime to
12mm in height (so humans can’t find it).”
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Category 12-17
Winner Chloe Beard, Aged 16

Our sole entry for the 12-17 category, it was nonetheless an amazing design. Designated the
“Brogolista”, the fungus “likes to grow near water such as swamps, bogs and rockpools. Its ultrarare and can easily be identified by iridescent, sparkly cap.” For those who are curious, “the cake
itself is made out of a lemon sponge with butter cream icing” and we’ve been reassured it tasted
great. Certainly, an edible species to look for in the future!
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Category 18+
Winner Alicia Shearsby
Alicia Shearsby’s entry provided a fantastic winner for the 18+ Category. Submitted with a full
description, the keen mycologist is given more than enough information to identify the species. But
beware! All may not be as it seems…

Common Name: The Green Veiled Temptress
Scientific Name: Amanita Exlecebra
Warning: This specimen can be extremely toxic.
Habitat: Ancient woodland, but it has been said it can be found anywhere with enough “air of mystery”.
Prefers pine.
The specimen photographed was cultivated in a witch’s garden under the supervision of [name
redacted for mystery reasons ]. It extremely rare to find these in the wild.
Distinguishing features:
- Height: 30-40cm Width: 10-30cm
- Silver glowing cap with a bubbled texture, often thought to resemble medication
packaging.
- Gills of a reddish-brown colour. These sit under the protection of the cap and veil.
- Bright green cascading veil. Extremely toxic. One touch of this veil can cause
symptoms ranging from an itchy rash (very rare) to instant death (very common).
- Brown stem.
The Green Veiled Temptress gets its name from the very obvious green veil and the legendary bounty
that it holds inside. It is said that if you are able to reach inside the cup and gently stroke the hard to
find gills, this fungus will produce a milk like substance that is rumoured to cure any disease or ailment.
Many have gone in search of this infamous species of fungi and have perished due to misnomers
around protection from the deadly green veil. Rubbing Garlic on your toes does not protect you from
the effects of the green veil. Despite several successful attempts to cultivate this species, there is yet to
be a successful attempt at milking this fungus.
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Second Place Nick Davidson
Nick Davidson’s entry came a close second. A rather humorous design, the fungus sounds as though it
would go well served with a strong cheese.

As described by Nick: “Toby Tannerman – a rare fungi with fascia, variegated cap of tan and growing
near wayside inns, where it thrives when watered/fed with hops left over from the ale-making process
in the countryside around Somerset – this is what gives it its distinctive real ale flavouring!”

Third Place Carmen Peach
In a well deserve third place was the stunning entry by Carmen
Peach. A proposed member of the genus Russula, it’s perhaps
the most purely positive entry received.
As described by it’s creator:
“This is the Rainbow Russula, it can be found in open spaces. It
can be identified by its spectacular colourful cap, ranging from
fuchsia pink to vibrant green! The gills and stem are white and it
is an edible. Smell is sweet and fruity, taste is similar. Side
effects include happiness and fits of laughter. The Rainbow
Russula does not like to be disturbed or sprayed so will be found
where fields and woodland have been left alone free from
pesticide farming.”
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BMS Open Meeting 2020
Theme Interactions
Saturday 21st November 2020
Online Zoom Meeting –log-on from 10:00am for a 10:30am start
Find out about the latest fungal research.

10:30-11:00:
11:00-11:30: Prof. Ulf Büntgen, University of Cambridge
Environmental scientist working on global change and fungi.
11:30-12:00: Dr. Taylor Lyons & Bruna Giribaldi, Imperial College London
Biomedical scientists investigating action and clinical uses of Psilocybe.

12:00-14:00: Lunch break.

14:00-14:30: Dr. Merlin Sheldrake
Tropical ecologist and author of Entangled Life.
14:30-14:50: Rowena Hill, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew & Queen Mary Univ.
PhD student investigating fungi within seeds.
14:50-15:20: Prof. Katie Field, University of Leeds
Biologist researching physiology, ecology and evolution of symbiosis.
15:20-15:40: Open Discussion
This page will be updated as information becomes available; please revisit regularly, or
alternatively, the BMS website page for the Autumn Open Meeting is located at link below.
https://www.britmycolsoc.org.uk/mycology/bms-autumn-meeting
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BMS Contact Information
British Mycological Society
Charles Darwin House
12 Roger St,
London WC1N 2JU
Tel: +44 (0) 330 1330002
For General Enquiries
Email: admin@britmycolsoc.info
For Membership/Journals
Email: membership@britmycolsoc.info
For Newsletter Items
Email: newsletter@britmycolsoc.info
For UK Fungus Day
Email: ukfungusday@britmycolsoc.info
BMS Facebook group page
URL: www.facebook.com/groups/18843741618/
BMS Webpage
URL: www.britmycolsoc.org.uk

Items for the next newsletter
If you have any reports, future meetings, member news or any other items of interest
please email to newsletter@britmycolsoc.info closing date December 11th 2020

